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SOME RULES FOR THIS PURPOSE

First impressions count – introduce yourself to your neighbors
A good neighbor relationship will help you in many situations. If the housewarming party was a bit too loud or you 
accidentally did the laundry on the wrong day - you’re much more likely to be forgiven.

Speak up!
Do your neighbors still walk around the apartment with shoes on late at night? Or do they shower every evening at 
11 PM? Adress it directly.

The washing machine - a mystery
Do you not know how the washing works exactly? Have you never seen a washing machine up close? You are  
certainly not the first, ask your neighbors, they will for sure explain it to you.

You can sleep when you’re old. Or not?
Remember, not all tenants in the house are JUWO tenants. And even they need some sleep from time to time. 
Therefore, please respect the night rest from 10 PM to 7 AM and the all-day rest on Sundays and holidays. Don’t 
listen to loud music, vacuum clean, wash or what else might be noisy - after all, there is enough time to sleep in 
and recover from long nights.

Do your vegetables from the fridge look more like a lump of ice?  
Or does the heater seek your attention all night?
Contact JUWO immediately if something is defective. We will be happy to inform the owner so that a mechanic 
can be called in.

You have too much furniture and shoes, but not enough space in the apartment?
Get creative – inside your home. Please do not place any objects in the staircase, in the basement and attic 
hallways or the laundry room.

Do you want to travel the world and come back to your apartment? 
You may sublet your room for a maximum of 6 months, given that JUWO approves your request. You can find a 
template of the sublease agreement on our website www.juwo.ch. Subletting via airbnb.ch or similar platforms 
is strictly forbidden. 
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TO A HAPPY LIVING TOGETHER

M001
JUWO FACTSHEET: LIVING TOGETHER

AS THE STONES ALREADY TAUGHT US: “YOU CAN’T ALWAYS GET WHAT YOU WANT”.  
– LIVING IN A HOUSE TOGETHER MEANS TAKING CARE OF EACH OTHER.
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